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ABSTRACT
FIRM LEVEL ALLOCATIVE INEFFICIENCY OF LABOUR: EVIDENCE FROM 
TURKISH MANUFACTURING FIRMS
O¨ZGE ELI˙F CESUR
Economics, M.A. Thesis, July 2018
Thesis Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Esra Durceylan Kaygusuz
This paper quantifies misallocation of labor among firms within Turkish manufacturing 
sector over the period of 2006-2015. The degree of misallocation is estimated by using Petrin 
and Sivadasan’s (2013) gap methodology. The labor gap is defined as the difference between 
the value of the marginal product of labor and the marginal cost of labor. Over the period 
2006-2015, the average absolute labor gap is estimated to be 3.5 thousand TL. Considering 
that average yearly wage is 14.9 thousand TL in our data, the labor gap is equal to 2.8 times 
the average monthly wage. By running a firm fixed effects regression on absolute labor gap, 
this paper concludes that the gaps have a significant decreasing trend over 2006-2015 period. 
Controlling for firm characteristics, this paper also shows that the misallocation of labor is 
decreasing by firm size.
Keywords: allocative ineffciency, labor productivity, manufacturing sector, misallocation
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O¨ZET
I˙S¸GU¨CU¨ TAHSI˙SAT ETKI˙NLI˙G˘I˙ O¨LC¸U¨MU¨: TU¨RKI˙YE I˙MALAT SANAYI˙ O¨RNEG˘I˙
O¨ZGE ELI˙F CESUR
Ekonomi, Yu¨ksek Lisans Tezi, Temmuz 2018
Tez Danıs¸manı: Dr.  O¨g˘r. U¨yesi Esra Durceylan Kaygusuz
Bu c¸alıs¸ma, 2006-2015 do¨neminde Tu¨rkiye imalat sekto¨ru¨ndeki firmalar ic¸in is¸gu¨cu¨nu¨n 
yanlıs¸ tahsisatını o¨lc¸mektedir. Bu c¸alıs¸mada Petrin ve Sivadasan’ın (2013) fark metodolo-
jisini kullanılarak emeg˘in marjinal u¨ru¨nu¨nu¨n deg˘eri ile emeg˘in marjinal maliyeti arasındaki 
farkı yani emeg˘in yanlıs¸ tahsisatının deg˘eri tahmin edilmektedir. 2006-2015 do¨neminde, orta-
lama mutlak is¸gu¨cu¨ ac¸ıg˘ı 3,5 bin TL olarak tahmin edilmis¸tir. Verilerimizde imalat sanayiinde 
yıllık ortalama u¨cretin 14,9 bin TL oldug˘u go¨z o¨nu¨ne alındıg˘ında, tahmin edilen is¸gu¨cu¨ ac¸ıg˘ı 
aylık ortalama u¨cretin 2,8 katına es¸it bulunmus¸tur. Bu c¸alıs¸ma, mutlak is¸gu¨cu¨ ac¸ıg˘ı u¨zerinde 
firma seviyesinde sabit etki regresyonu uygulayarak, farkların 2006-2015 do¨neminde belir-
gin bir du¨s¸u¨s¸ eg˘ilimine sahip oldug˘u sonucuna varmıs¸tır. Firma o¨zellikleri ac¸ısından kontrol 
edildig˘inde is¸gu¨cu¨nu¨n yanlıs¸ tahsisatının firma bu¨yu¨klu¨g˘u¨ne go¨re azaldıg˘ı da tespit edilmis¸tir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: tahsisat etkinlig˘i, is¸gu¨cu¨ verimlilig˘i, imalat sanayi, yanlıs¸ tahsisat
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1 INTRODUCTION
There is a vast amount of evidence that real world firms are away from the neoclassical theory
which says a profit maximizing firm operates where the value of the marginal product (VMP
or marginal revenue) of an input is equal to the marginal cost of the same input. One can
find different forces such as regulations, markups, firing costs, contracting problems etc. that
move firms and economies further away from this optimum point. In search for reasons be-
hind this divergence from optimal point, looking at the amount of divergence, its distribution
across firms and sectors as well as its evolution bring up numerous interesting questions and
findings. To get a macro level perspective about this difference between VMP and marginal
cost that is recorded in the micro level, I provide figures for OECD and Turkey that shows
the trends in GDP per hour worked and the labor compensation per hour worked.1 Here,
in a broad sense GDP per hour could be seen a macro level indicator for VMP while labor
compensation per hour is an indicator for marginal cost.
Unit labor cost (ULC) is defined as the average cost of labor per unit of output produced
which is the ratio of total labor compensation per hour worked to the output per hour worked.
Hence it can be perceived as a measure of rate of divergence between marginal product and
marginal cost for macro level. Here, since these are indexes with base year 2010, we can
not have level comparisons but we can compare the trends in labor compensation and GDP
per hour worked. Figure 1 shows that for Turkey between 2005-2015, GDP per hour worked
1Indexes are taken from OECD Productivity database
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Figure 1: GDP and Labor Compensation per hour worked index: Turkey 2005-2015
has a very slight increasing trend whereas labor compensation per hour worked increased
much more rapidly. Hence, an increase in the divergence measure ULC is recorded. Figure
2 provides a general comparison with Turkey. We see that for OECD average, both labor
compensation and GDP per hour worked have increasing trend over the years. The trends
are similar for Turkey and OECD average while the wedge between labor compensation and
GDP per hour grows more rapidly in Turkey.
Starting from these macro level observations, one needs to keep in mind that these figures
only provide trends and to measure and understand the wedge, we need to start the analysis at
the micro level. Petrin and Sivadasan (2013) develop a straightforward yet powerful measure
that uses firm level production data and defines the ”gap” of an input as the difference between
an input’s value of the marginal product and marginal cost. Hence, employing this estimation
with firm level data, one can estimate how distant a firm from the optimal point in allocating
an input. Moreover, using firm level data, one can also estimate distance from optimal or
inefficiency in allocation for industry and whole economy level.
The gap between marginal product and marginal cost of an input is a topic of interest
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Figure 2: GDP per hour worked and Labor Compensation index: OECD average 2005-2015
because it stands for a measure of how much firms and industries away from their optimal
point in allocation and hence gives us the level of misallocation of an input. It also provides
that how much an industry would gain if reallocation of inputs between firms were made to
reach the optimal point. The gap also indicates that whether an average worker is overpaid or
underpaid within a firm and industry level.
This study aims to measure the allocation inefficiency of labor in Turkish manufacturing
sector and tries to understand possible factors explaining the calculated inefficiency. I first es-
timate the production function coefficients and then employed the gap methodology proposed
by Petrin and Sivadasan (2013) using firm level data for Turkish manufacturing industry pro-
vided by TURKSTAT for the period between 2005 and 2015. I found that the positive gaps
constitute 73% percent of the total observations which means that an average worker is paid
less than her marginal product in 73 % of the time. To understand the evolution of the gaps
and the possible factors behind, I used a firm fixed effects regression with dependent vari-
able being absolute gaps and independent variables being time and firm characteristics such
as firm size, export and import status, ownership structure, firm age and the share of female
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workers.I find that the gap in labor ,i.e. allocation inefficiency, is decreasing and moving
towards optimal point over the period of 2005-2015 with a remarkable decrease after 2010. I
also find that firm size and the absolute gap is negatively correlated which can be interpreted
as larger firms operate more closer to optimal allocation point.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 provides a summary of the literature on allo-
cation inefficiency and studies on Turkish manufacturing sector. Section 3 explains method-
ology for productivity and gap estimation in detail. Section 4 introduces the firm level data
for Turkey and gives estimated coefficients for production and gap. Section 5 explains the re-
gression used in analysis and results are provided in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Empirical studies show that resources are not easily reallocated from less to more productive
firms because of several different factors such as regulation, rigidity in input markets, business
cycles etc. (Fontagne and Santoni,2018). This rigidity in reallocation implies that firms are
not performing at optimal allocation point of an input across firms in a given sector. Hence,
this deviation from optimal allocation is defined to be resource (input) misallocation. In a
pioneer study of Hsieh and Klenow (2009), they showed that input misallocation have nega-
tive effects on total factor productivity (TFP). Base on the idea that in an environment with
no distortions, revenue-based productivity should be same across firms within sector. They
define a measure of resource misallocation by the dispersion of revenue-based productivity
generated by the product of productivity and firm level output price. They go through a hypo-
thetical input reallocation exercise for China and India. They conclude that China and India
would have 30-50 % and 40-60 % higher TFP respectively if they were at the misallocation
level calculated for the US economy.
Following the gains from reallocation argument and methodology of Hsieh and Klenow
(2009), Berhou and Sandoz (2014) find very high heterogeneity in firm productivity in France,
Spain and Belgium implying that the allocation inefficiency of labor could be a key deter-
minant of differences in aggregate productivity. Using micro-data from France, Bellone and
Pisano (2013) concludes that sizeable differences in input allocation that are denoted between
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the US and China or India, does not exist between France and the US.
Acknowledging the possible negative impact of allocation inefficiencies within industries
on total productivity, one natural question would be what are the factors behind misallo-
cation? This question bears a great importance because as denoted by Syverson (2014) both
microeconomic policies such as taxes, subsidies, investment and labor market regulations and
macroeconomic policies such as trade policies, agreements, rules and laws shaping allocation
of resources across businesses are tied to firm-level misallocation.
Bento and Restuccia (2014) showed that allocation inefficiencies and firm size are im-
portant factors in explaining international productivity differences.They conclude that policy
distortions, market frictions and institutions are prominent factors driving level of misalloca-
tion. In search of understanding the dynamics of allocative inefficiency, Ranasinghe (2014)
detects one important mechanism as distortions on incentives. He showed that when distor-
tions are related to productivity, they also lead a decrease in innovation and hence amplify
the negative effects on TFP and lead allocation inefficiencies. The intuition behind this is
that disruptive effect of policies are observed differently on heterogeneous firms and hence
misallocation of inputs within industries.
As one of the prominent works in the literature on input misallocation, Petrin and Sivadasan
(2013) proposed a new methodology, which we will explain in detail in section 3.2. They
measure the lost output caused by inefficiencies in input allocation and effect of a distortion.
Petrin and Sivadasan (2013) proved that ”... only when the firm faces an infinite price elatic-
ity of demand and there are no firing costs will the value of the marginal product (VMP) be
equated to the wage ” (p.8). Then any distortion of the input market would cause a deviation
from VMP=MC point and since a distortion also tied to the misallocation of an input, the
deviation from VMP=MC point is argued to be measure of input misallocation. The main
proof and the measure depends on the following claim that difference of the value of the
marginal product (VMP) and its marginal cost (MC) should be equal to the change in output
by reallocation of that input by one unit. By directly generalizing this one unit reallocation to
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economy level reallocation of input from inefficient firms to efficient ones, one can see that
the mean gap in absolute terms would give us the aggregate gain from correcting a misalloca-
tion. Apart from gains of reallocation, the gap between VMP and MC can be used to measure
how much a plant is deviating from efficient point. Hence, Petrin and Sivadasan (2013) also
showed the effect of increase in severance pay on misallocation by denoting the increase in
the mean labor gaps within firm after the regulation.
Fontagne and Santoni (2018) aim to understand the effect of agglomeration economies
on firm-level labor misallocation by employing Petrin and Sivadasan (2013)’s methodology.
Using firm-level French data, they first asses evolution of labor gaps and importance of firm
characteristics. They conclude that average gaps are increasing over time. By controlling on
production size and export status of the firm, they showed that larger firms and exporting firms
have significantly smaller gaps and hence they argue that more productive firms allocate more
efficiently. Then controlling for firm characteristics, non-random selection of location by
workers and firm-level wage or productivity shocks, they conclude that location of firms has
significant effect on allocation inefficiencies so that firms in denser areas have significantly
lower labor gaps.
When one aims to measure allocation inefficiencies, one can use either distribution of
revenue based productivity proposed by Hsieh and Klenow (2009) or the VMP and MC gap
measure of Petrin and Sivadasan (2013). Here, although these measures come from similar
line of reasoning, I choose to employ the Petrin and Sivadasan (2013) method because Hsieh
and Klenow (2009) method usually used in international comparisons of relation between
allocation and TFP. With the firm level gap measure, I am also able to directly measure the
degree of how much firms are away from optimum point of production.
Following the literature on input misallocation, this study is aimed to calculate misallo-
cation in labor for Turkish manufacturing sector. Using firm level data, I employ Petrin and
Sivadasan (2013) methodology to quantify misallocation in labor and then I aim to denote
the evolution of the labor misallocation for the period 2006-2015 and asses the role of firm
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characteristics in allocative inefficiency.
There exist several studies on TFP and TFP growth (TFPG) in Turkey for different time
periods (Altug et.al. (2008), Atiyas and Bakis (2014), Ismihan and Ozcan (2009), Saygili and
Cihan (2008)). By using a growth accounting exercise Altug et al. (2008) studies TFPG at
the sectoral level for the period of 1880-2005. With a broad sectoral differentiation as agri-
cultural and non-agricultural, they conclude that for the period between 1980-2005 TFPG at
non-agricultural sectors has the greatest contribution to aggregate growth. Atiyas and Bakis
(2014) gives a more sophisticated analysis by examining the TFPG at the three main sectors
(agriculture, industry, and services). They denote that in 2000s the average TFPG in agricul-
tural sector was greater than industry and services. They suggest that this observation could
be related to reallocation of labor from agriculture to manufacturing and services.
Filiztekin (2000) focuses on the effect of trade liberalization on productivity growth in
Turkish manufacturing sector for the period between 1970-1999. By industry level data, he
finds that openness to trade by increasing share of imports and exports improved the pro-
ductivity growth. Another analysis on manufacturing sector by Erzan and Filiztekin (2005)
concludes that size of the firms are important in growth performance of the firms such that
smaller firms recorded lower productivity growth for the years between 1980-1999. They also
point out that productivity growth of the smaller firms are much more sensitive to negative
macroeconomic changes.
There is one study by Nguyen et al.(2016) on misallocation in Turkish manufacturing
sector. Using firm level Turkish data provided by TURKSTAT and following the method
proposed by Hsieh and Klenow (2009), they go through a hypothetical resource reallocation
exercise. They conclude that TFP for Turkish manufacturing sector would have been 24.5%
higher if Turkey were at misallocation level of the US. For the period of 2003-2013, they
find a significant decreasing trend in level of misallocation, whereas an increase for 2014.
They also conclude that within manufacturing sector, the misallocation is especially higher in
textiles, food, leather products and transportation.
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From the above provided summary of studies on productivity estimation and manufactur-
ing sector in Turkey, we can see that more research is needed for Turkey covering recent time
periods and using recent productivity estimation methodologies. Moreover, there is only one
analysis elaborating on resource misallocation for Turkey which looks at total reallocation for
capital and labor together. Hence, I think quantifying labor productivity and inefficiency in
labor allocation is important since it would give us a comparable measure in terms of TL that
can be used in understanding labor market dynamics, evolution and reasons behind inefficien-
cies in allocation of labor. I choose the method of Petrin and Sivadasan (2013) to measure
allocation inefficiency in labor since the gap measure provides how far a firm or an industry
is away from optimal point in input allocation. The gap measure used in this study also gives
information on the situation of an average worker in an industry. Moreover, using the gap
measure, I am able to denote the trend in inefficiency in labor allocation through 2006-2015
and give some firm level insights regarding labor allocation.
I show that average absolute labor gap is 3,508 TL for whole manufacturing sector and
it is equal to 23% of the yearly average real minimum wage for the period 2006-2015. By
running firm fixed effects regression on the absolute labor gap with time, firm size and dif-
ferent firm characteristics as explanatory variables, I conclude that the absolute labor gap,
i.e. misallocation, is decreasing over years and by the firm size. Although we have different
misallocation measures, my results are similar with Nguyen et al. (2016) in terms of trends
of misallocation in Turkish manufacturing sector, whereas I conclude for different sectors
as having highest misallocation namely: Metals, transportation and chemicals. By using the
same gap measure of Petrin and Sivadasan (2013), Fontagne and Santoni (2018) concludes
for French manufacturing sector that the gaps are increased in period between 1998-2007,
whereas the gaps are decreasing by the firm size.
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3 MEASURING INEFFICIENCIESATTHEFIRMLEVEL
3.1 Productivity Estimation
This section is aimed to explain the approach used in estimating the production function and
productivity levels of firms. We used Wooldridge(2009) methodology which is built on the
literature on productivity estimation by Olley and Pakes (OP) (1996), Levinsohn and Petrin
(LP) (2003) and Ackerberg et al. (ACF) (2015). The production function is assumed to have
the Cobb-Douglass form:
Qit = AitLit
βlKit
βk , (1)
where Qit is output of the firm i at time t, Lit is labor and Kit is capital. Ait stands for the
productivity level of the firm. Taking the natural logarithm of the function (1), we get:
qit = βllit + βkkit + it, (2)
where qit is the log of the real output, lit is the log of number of workers, kit is the log of real
capital stock and it stands for productivity Ait of firm i at time t. The error term is assumed
to be:
it = ωit + ηit, (3)
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where ωit is the transmitted component of the productivity and ηit is the i.i.d. shock to pro-
ductivity or the measurement error.
In estimation, we need to be careful about the error term since ωit is assumed to be ob-
served by the firm but not the econometrician and ηit is unobserved to both the firm and
the econometrician. Endogeneity problem arises since firms could be deciding the input
levels (especially variable input,Lit) after observing the trasmitted component ωit. Hence
there could be a positive correlation between input and transmitted component ωit. OLS es-
timation that fails to correct for endogeneity leads a positive bias in input coefficient (Van
Beveren,2012). Also in the data, we observe only a self-selected group of firms since some
firms exit after observing ωit. For any given level of current productivity, we can argue that
firms can expect larger future productivity if it has a larger capital stock in current period and
hence decide to stay for lower ωit levels. Hence, self-selection of the firms results in negative
bias of the coefficient of capital, i.e. selection bias (Olley and Pakes,1996).
To solve the endogenity and selection bias in OLS estimates, OP and LP propose two
stage dynamic estimation methodology using firm level data. OP uses investment as a proxy
to transmitted component of productivity (ωit) and assumes that each firm decides exit or
stay in business at each period according to its expected future productivity. The drawback
of this method is that it requires non-zero investment for all observations. To loosen this
requirement, LP uses intermediate materials and electricity as proxy variable which usually
reported more frequently and accurate than investment (Levinsohn and Petrin,2003).
Following to methodologies of OP and LP , Wooldridge (2009) assumes trasmitted com-
ponent ωit to be a function of the state variables and a proxy variable. What differs be-
tween OP and LP methods is the choice of a proxy variable. Building up on this literature,
Wooldridge (2009) defines function g() :
ωit = g(xit,mit), t = 1, ..., T, (4)
where xit is the set of observed state variables and mit is the set of proxy variables.In our
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estimation we use capital(kit) as state variable and intermediate inputs (mit) as proxy variable.
Hence, equation (4) can be written as:
ωit = g(kit,mit). (5)
Ackerberg et al. (ACF) (2015) discusses identification problem in two-stage OP and LP
mmethodologies. The problem occurs when labor is chosen together with intermediate inputs,
which means labor can also be written as a function of proxy and state variables similar to
unobserved productivity, ωit. Then, the coeffcient of labor (in general the variable input)
would be nonparametrially unidentified. ACF tries to solve identification problem by adding
assumptions on timing of input choice decisions. Wooldridge (2009) solves the identification
problem of two-stage estimation by estimating a generalized method of moments (GMM)
framework.
One key assumption in all methods is that the state variable, kit, is not correlated with the
innovation, ait:
ait = ωit − E(ωit/ωit−1). (6)
To deal with identification problem Wooldridge assumes that lagged state (kit) and proxy
(mit) variables are also uncorrelated with the innovation:
E(ωit|kit, lit−1,mit−1, ..., li1, ki1,mi1) = E(ωit/ωit−1). (7)
From equation (4) we can write that:
ωit−1 = g(xit−1,mit−1), t = 1, ..., T. (8)
Hence the following equivalence holds for a function f :
E(ωit/ωit−1) = f [g(kit−1,mit−1)]. (9)
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The variable input lit allowed to be correlated with innovation whereas state variable kit
and lagged values of (kit, lit,mit) are not correlated with the innovation ait. Then, plugging
ωit = ait + f [g(kit−1,mit−1)] in (1) gives us:
qit = βllit + βkkit + βmmit + f [g(kit−1,mit−1)] + uit, t = 2, ..., T, (10)
where uit = ait + it. By using equation (10) together with the following equation (11) :
qit = βllit + βkkit + βmmit + g(kit−1,mit−1) + it t = 1, ..., T (11)
we need to assume following moment conditions to identify βl and βk:
E(it|lit, kit,mit, lit−1,mit−1, ..., li1, ki1,mi1) = 0 t = 1, ..., T (12)
and
E(uit|kit, lit−1,mit−1, ..., li1, ki1,mi1) = 0 t = 2, ..., T (13)
In the estimation procedure, following Petrin and Sivadasan (2013), we use second order
polynomial to approximate f [g(kit−1,mit−1)] where instruments are first and second lags of
materials, capital and second lag of labor. Detailed explanation on estimation and the table of
coefficient estimates provided in following chapter on data and estimation.
3.2 Calculating the Value of the Marginal Product and the Gap
This section explains Petrin and Sivadasan’s (2013) methodology on how the gaps between
the value of marginal product (VMP) and marginal input costs can be estimated using firm
level data. Starting with a Cobb-Douglas production function denoted by equation (1) ,the
marginal product of an input, here labor, is defined as:
13
∂Qit
∂lit
= βlLit
βl−1Kitβkeit = βl
Qit
Lit
(14)
Given the production function and observed input and output levels, VMP is defined as the
marginal product of labor multiplied by firm level output price. However, in calculation, one
should be careful about the error term since one can not identify whether ηit is unpredicted
productivity or a measurement error. Conditioning whether on full error term (it) or only
transmitted component ( ωit) is a crucial choice and it depends on the question of interest. As
denoted in Petrin and Sivadasan (2013), conditioning on the full error term does not posit a
problem when the question is related to effects of reallocation in aggregate level productivity.
However, as we are interested in firm level misallocation, conditioning on the full error term
could give us biased results if ηit is a measurement error whereas condioning on the full error
term means that we assume full error term is the actual productivity. As explained in the
previous section, while estimating the production function it is usually assumed that variable
inputs are chosen after observing transmitted part of productivity (ωit)(Levinsohn and Petrin
(2003), Olley and Pakes (1996)). Hence, we can assume in calculating the VMP that firms
are equalizing marginal product conditional on ωit to the marginal cost of the input. To get
what Qit would have been if the productivity only included ωit, we need to subtract ηit part:
log(Q˜it) = qit − ηit = log(Qit)− (log(it)− log(ωit)) . (15)
Removing logs will give marginal product conditional on ωit :
βl
Qite
ωit
Liteit
. (16)
Multiplying the marginal product by the firm output price gives the value of the marginal
product , VMPit:
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VMPit = Pit
(
βl
Qite
ωit
Liteit
)
(17)
where Pit firm level output price.
Finally the gap measure for allocation inefficiencies at the firm level is defined as follows:
Git = VMPit − wit (18)
where wit represents the wage of the marginal worker in firm i at time t. These gaps are in
nominal terms. So, we deflate it by consumer price index (CPI) for comparability and define
the absolute real gap:
Absolute real gap =
|Git|
CPIt
(19)
The absolute value of the gap is used in Petrin and Sivadasan (2013), Fontage and Santoni
(2018) since it will give directly the possible increase in value added when labor reallocates
from current situation to an optimal case.Hence, it can be thought as the value of misalloca-
tion. When we think in terms of the gaps, Petrin and Sivadasan (2013) offers an intuitive con-
clusion that the social optimal is reached when all gaps in all inputs is zero.However, one may
argue that since there are taxes,mark-ups, adjustment costs, hiring and firing costs,frictions
in labor markets etc. we would not be at social optimum. Hence, one can also think as sug-
gested by Syverson (2011) that an efficient allocation would suggest not zero but equalized
gaps across firms. In light of these intuitions,in following chapters we try to answer the ques-
tions on how far Turkish manufacturing firms from socially optimum , how these gaps move
with respect to time and what factors can explain differences in gaps across firms.
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4 THE DATA SET and THE ESTIMATION
4.1 Description of the Data Set
I use the Annual Industry and Service Statistics provided by TURKSTAT which is a confi-
dential data set available to use only in data center within the institute. The data set includes
all firms which have 20 or more employees and use a representative sample for the firms em-
ploying less than 20 workers. The data set is available from 1981 onward. However, since
the survey questions and included firms are different, the data is not comparable over the
years and the observation number is highly restricted in some years. Hence, I could only em-
ploy the period between 2005-20152. The data set is collected according to 3-digit industry
code NACE.Rev2. The survey questions include information on gross revenue, value added,
number of employees by gender, wages, intermediate inputs, investment and percentage of
foreign ownership. Summary statistics by industry is provided in Table 1 and distribution of
firms by years is shown in Figure 3.
To get export and import status of the firms, I use Foreign Trade Statistics available by
TURKSTAT covering all traded goods entering/exiting borders of Turkey by firm id that is
matching to our main data set. Ages of the firms are derived from Enterprise surveys available
by TURKSTAT.
2Since the observation number for 2005 is less than half of the each following year, I report calculations for
the period 2006-2015. Results including the data of 2005 available in the appendix.
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Figure 3: Distribution of firms: years 2006-2015
Firm-level real output is value added deflated by 3-digit industry level domestic producer
price index provided by TURKSTAT website3. Labor is provided as number of total workers
for a given firm at a given year. Unfortunately, there is not distinction between blue and
white collar workers in the data set. Total number of employees are reported by gender
allowing us to create a gender dummy that takes the value 1 if ratio of female workers to total
workers is greater than 50%. Intermediate inputs in the data is calculated by total purchases of
goods and services excluding expenditures on capital goods. Since variable on intermediate
inputs includes expenditure on materials and energy together, it is deflated by 1-digit producer
price index for intermediate goods rather than separate deflators for energy and materials 4.
Investment on tangible goods, machinery/equipment, and buildings are provided in the data
whereas capital is not reported. Hence, I use the capital series generated by Atiyas and Bakis
(2018) where they employ perpetual inventory method for the same time period 5.
3 Turkish Statistical Institute. (2018). Domestic Producer Price Index (D-PPI) (2003=100). Retrieved from
https://biruni.tuik.gov.tr/medas/?kn=64&locale=en
4 Turkish Statistical Institute. (2018). Domestic Producer Price Index- Main Industrial Groupings
(2003=100). Retrieved from http://www.tuik.gov.tr/PreTablo.do?alt_id=1076
5for more detailed information on estimation please check Atiyas and Bakis (2014)
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In generating capital variable, observations reporting less than zero value added, sales or
investment or reporting missing depreciation are excluded. We also need to exclude firms
that are observed only once in the data since we need lagged variables of inputs to be able to
use Wooldridge (2009) method. After trimming firms that constitute at the bottom 1% of the
wage distribution (yearly wage per worker recorded less than 4.000 TL), we have unbalanced
panel of 184.892 observations and 37.108 firms. I use both multi-plant and single plant firms
since data available for both. 6 For single plant firms, firm characteristics are comparable and
estimated labor gaps are not significantly different from the general data set.
4.2 Estimation
This section explains the problems faced is estimation and the possible solutions to them. The
first important point is the selection of the method of production function estimation. As I dis-
cussed in chapter on productivity estimation (3.1), I use the method proposed by Wooldridge
(2009) firstly because the lumpiness of the investment data in Turkey and secondly since
Wooldridge (2009) methodology is immune to identification problem posit by Ackerberg et
al. (2015). I estimate the production function coefficients by using intermediate inputs as
proxy variable, labor as freely adjustable input, and capital as fixed input. Estimation is done
for each industry at 2-digit level.
The second problem in the estimation is that as in many firm level data sets, the output
variable is not observed rather we observe firm level revenues. I also do not have information
on firm level prices; therefore, I choose the predominant approach in the literature (Petrin and
Sivadasan 2013, Fontagne and Santoni 2018) and deflate the firm-level value added by the
industry price deflator. Through the literature, it is denoted that for the production function
estimates to be consistent we need the correlation between inputs and deviation of the firm
level price from industry price to be zero. Since we can not control for this correlation, we
need to accept possible weakness in using industry level price index.
6Statistics covering only single plant firms are available in appendix.
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Input Coefficients
Industry βl βk RTS Nobs
Basic Metals 0.65 0.12 0.77 5559
Chemicals 0.46 0.10 0.56 4531
Computer and Elect 0.57 0.22 0.79 1523
Electrical Equip 0.67 0.08 0.75 6930
Fabricated Metal 0.62 0.11 0.73 17459
Food products 0.59 0.12 0.71 19738
Furniture 0.59 0.06 0.65 9766
Leather products 0.64 0.06 0.70 4788
Machinery and Equip 0.60 0.10 0.70 14444
Motor Vehicles 0.73 0.09 0.82 7094
Non-metallic pro 0.65 0.15 0.80 14062
Other Manuf 0.73 0.10 0.83 4059
Other Trasport 0.58 0.17 0.75 1438
Paper Products 0.64 0.05 0.69 4147
Printing and rec 0.74 0.09 0.83 2705
Repair install 0.51 0.08 0.59 3160
Rubber and Plastic 0.61 0.12 0.73 12353
Textiles 0.63 0.09 0.72 21172
Wearing apparel 0.75 0.05 0.80 30769
Wood products 0.67 0.08 0.75 3218
Table 2: Input Coefficients - years 2006-2015
In the estimation, I excluded Petroleum, Tobacco, Beverages and Pharmaceuticals be-
cause each industry has number of observations below 1000 and hence they do not provide
reliable estimates. The coefficient estimates are given by Table 2. Estimated labor coeffi-
cient is around 0.60-0.70 and capital is bounded away from zero around 0.10. Estimated
coefficients are in line with literature. Using Wooldridge (2009) methodology, Fontagne and
Santoni (2018) estimate labor coefficient around 0.65 and capital around 0.20 for French
manufacturing sector. Although Petrin and Sivadasan (2013) calculated labor coefficient for
blue and white collar separately, their capital coefficients are comparable and around 0.6 for
Chilean manufacturing firms. Here one can question our capital coefficients being low around
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0.10; however, in their analysis for cross country comparisons with micro-level data, Seker
and Saliola (2018) also estimates capital coefficient for Turkey as 0.11 using enterprise sur-
veys of the World Bank. Estimated returns to scale is around 0.73 with all point estimates
below one. Hence, we have decreasing returns to scale in production function which is suffi-
cient condition for optimization.
The third problem in estimation is about the calculation of value of marginal product
variable. The problem is about whether the full error term in production function estimates is
the true productivity or it contains a measurement error. Because of the reasons that I denote
in previous chapter (3.2), I condition my estimates on predictable part of the error term (ωit)
but I also report the labor gaps conditioning on the full error term 7.
The last problem is related to the calculation of the gap measure. Input prices are not
available in Turkish data and rather we have total expenditures on inputs and total input used
in production for a given year, t. Hence, in calculation of the gap measure, I use average
wage, given by yearly total wages divided by total number of workers in the firm, as marginal
cost of labor. Here, one major drawback is that as we do not have skill dimension in labor
variable, we also don’t have wages for different skill groups. Therefore, our gap measure
denotes an overall inefficiency level where gaps by skill groups could potentially give more
meaningful analysis.
Summary statistics by industries for the absolute labor gaps are provided by table 3. For
whole manufacturing sector mean absolute gap is 3,508 TL 8 where average yearly wage per
worker in manufacturing industry is 14,911 TL. Dispersion between and within firms are not
very high with coefficient of variation for total is 0.97 and mean absolute gap is between
1,716 TL to 7,130 TL with furniture and basic metals, respectively.
While mean absolute gaps are important in providing a measure of misallocation or diver-
gence from optimal, the sign of the gaps is also meaningful. Recalling the gap definition, one
can deduce that positive gaps mean that the value of marginal product of an average worker
7results are available in appendix
8Real TL deflated by CPI provided by TURKSTAT with base year 2003
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Industry Mean |Gap| Std.dev Median Min Max CV #Obs
Basic Metals 7130 5988 5716 2.564 54348 .83 5521
Chemicals 5529 5190 4033 2.001 43602 .93 4265
Computer and Elect 4493 3729 3641 1.629 30376 .82 1600
Electrical Equip 4503 3432 3818 2.846 30658 .762 6658
Fabricated Metal 3725 3077 2998 .491 30493 .82 17322
Food products 3281 3034 2449 .258 26925 .92 19384
Furniture 1459 1716 958 .060 25440 1.17 9725
Leather products 2003 1776 1544 .040 16116 .88 4739
Machinery and Equip 4046 2937 3520 .053 22942 .72 14325
Motor Vehicles 5037 3839 4298 .596 35761 .76 6689
Non-metallic pro 3871 3766 2801 .031 42462 .97 13735
Other Manuf 4102 3389 3308 .156 26269 .82 4001
Other Trasport 5572 6481 3454 4.644 47552 1.16 1427
Paper Products 5440 4556 4384 2.824 40618 .83 3949
Printing and rec 4911 3417 4292 .137 24124 .69 2648
Repair install 3172 3477 2009 1.204 25824 1.09 3063
Rubber and Plastic 3976 3717 2953 1.028 36125 .93 11998
Textiles 3048 2308 2595 .504 25450 .75 20254
Wearing apparel 2128 1866 1692 .108 26446 .87 30381
Wood products 2862 2987 2084 .152 26683 1.04 3208
All sectors 3508 3408 2585 .031 54348 .97 184892
Table 3: Absolute Gap (|Gap|) Statistics by Industry, Real TL
in the firm is higher than what is paid to her, hence the average workers is underpaid. By the
same line of reasoning, negative gaps mean the average worker is paid more than her value of
the marginal product to firm, i.e. the worker is overpaid. When we look at general tendency
for given time period 2006-2015, positive gaps constitute 76% of the gaps with an average
positive gap recorded 33% higher than average negative gap. Although the sign of the gaps
change by industry, 76% average positive gap could at least conclude us that underpayment
is a more widely observed case for Turkish manufacturing sector. One other interpretation of
positive gaps is as follows: the comparably more efficient firms inclined to be smaller than
optimal size and because of frictions in input markets these firms are not able to equalize
marginal revenue to marginal cost hence positive gaps are seen (Fontagne and Santoni,2018).
For industry level analysis summary statistics of real gaps is provided in Table 5. One can
see that there are only two industries that have negative average gap (Furniture and Repair&
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installation) which are very small compared to average positive gaps. While interpreting the
positive and negative gaps, we should denote the possible bias coming from informality. In
Turkey, one can argue that firms tend to report the number of workers and the wages to avoid
social security payments. Then, by having lower marginal cost for labor, positive gaps can
be estimated higher than the actual case. Hence, the our estimation on average positive gap
being higher than average negative gap could be related to informality.
|Gap| Gap > 0 Gap < 0
#Obs 184892 141737 43155
% Share 100 76 24
Mean 3508 3808 -2523
Std.dev 3408 3450 3064
10% 430 606 -6355
50% 2585 2952 -1411
90% 7634 7924 -203
Table 4: Summary Statistics for Positive and Negative Gaps, Real TL
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Real Gaps
Mean Std.dev Median Min Max #obs
Basic Metals 6368 6793 5466 -26408 54348 5521
Chemicals 2938 6992 2632 -30306 43602 4265
Computer and Elect 1266 5701 1674 -24752 30376 1600
Electrical Equip 3260 4630 3278 -19484 30658 6658
Fabricated Metal 2445 4168 2395 -30493 30389 17322
Food products 2183 3899 1898 -26925 26304 19384
Furniture -54 2252 120 -25440 8198 9725
Leather products 1327 2325 1256 -16116 12651 4739
Machinery and Equip 2426 4371 2852 -22742 22942 14325
Motor Vehicles 4039 4878 3913 -20794 35761 6689
Non-metallic pro 2697 4679 2159 -25480 42462 13735
Other Manuf 3160 4281 2856 -26269 25331 4001
Other Trasport 2674 8119 1614 -27031 47552 1427
Paper Products 4360 5599 3996 -22421 40618 3949
Printing and rec 3852 4578 3853 -19639 24124 2648
Repair install -467 4684 -130 -25824 21819 3063
Rubber and Plastic 2888 4614 2463 -21726 36125 11998
Textiles 2230 3106 2253 -25450 24482 20254
Wearing apparel 1351 2488 1333 -26446 11848 30381
Wood products 2124 3550 1703 -17946 26683 3208
Total 2330 4300 2010 -30493 54348 184892
Table 5: Real Gap Statistics by Industry, Real TL
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5 EVALUATION OF ALLOCATIVE INEFFICIENCY OF
LABOR
After estimating production function coefficients and calculating labor gaps, this section is
devoted to understanding dynamics and factors behind the labor gap. First, I will try to un-
derstand time evolution of the gaps and whether there is a trend towards higher or lower levels
of misallocation. Then controlling for size of the firms, we can evaluate on whether firms with
different sizes have different efficiencies in optimizing input level. Third, by including dum-
mies for export and import status, foreign ownership, the ratio of the female workers, I try to
capture some of the firm characteristics that could give us explanations in understanding the
sources of misallocation.
The estimated base equation is as follows:
Yit = α0 + δ1 + δ2 + δ3 + δ4 + βΓit + ξi + it (20)
Here Yit denotes real labor gap, δ1 is time dummy for 2008, δ2 for 2009, δ3 for 2010-2012
and δ4 for 2013-2015 with the constant α0 giving value of the average gap at the base period
(2006-2007). Γit stands for the firm characteristics that we add in second regression onward.
Firm characteristics include the log age and squared age of the firm, four size dummies gen-
erated by number of workers, dummy for export and import at the given year, dummy for
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foreign ownership and dummy for share of the female workers. ξi is control for the firm fixed
effects and it idiosyncratic shocks.
Size classification is constructed as in Atiyas and Bakis (2018). Firms with number of
workers between 1-19 classified as size 1, between 20-49 as size 2, between 50-249 as size
3 and 250+ as size 4. After controlling time evolution and effect of size of the firms, export
dummy included to infer whether firms facing international competition have significantly
different labor allocation. Foreign ownership dummy takes the value 1 if the firm i at time t
has a foreign investor share greater than zero. I also include female ratio dummy which takes
the value one if share of female workers greater than 50% to control the possible effect of the
widely discussed argument that women are paid less than men on average.
With above explained specification, I use firm fixed effects for all regressions and for
robustness check, I also estimated the last specification with industry fixed effects. Here, one
possible concern is the fact that we do not observe firm-level prices. As we denote earlier
if input choice and the diversion of firm-price from industry price is correlated, there will
be potential negative bias in production function estimates (Fontagne and Santoni,2018). By
using firm fixed effects, we can say that we toned down the possibility of bias because our
estimation would only face omitted firm-level price bias if the firm to industry relative prices
change systematically over time. Although we do not have an exact control variable on this,
we can argue that export and import variables together with size dummies also control for
firm-level prices since in the literature markups expected to be positively correlated with
exports and productivity (Bellone et al., 2016).
Results from above specified regression and discussion can be found in the following
chapter.
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6 RESULTS
This section elaborates on the main results of the regression specified in previous section. In
all specifications, standard errors are clustered at the firm level to control for serial correlation.
The first regression shows the evolution of gaps through five time periods with base period
taken to be years 2006-2007 conditional only on firm age. It shows that the absolute labor
gap, which measures how far we are from the optimal point (MP=MC) in allocation of labor,
is decreasing significantly over time. In line with this finding, evolution of the average gaps
is demonstrated by Figure 4 and 5. We can see that until 2010, there is not much of difference
through years but maybe a slightly increasing trend for both negative and positive gaps, which
means negative gaps are moving towards the optimal whereas positive gaps are moving away.
Whereas after 2010, we see a convergence of average gaps to (-)2.000 TL levels. In line with
the evolution of the positive and negative gaps, average real and average absolute real gaps
record a decreasing trend. When we have a closer look to time dummies in our regression,
we also see that in the period 2010-2012 the wedge is on average 428 TL lower than the base
period 2006-2007, whereas this average wedge is only 99 TL lower in 2009 than the base
period.
Second column shows the results where we control for firm size together with age and
firm fixed effects. When we include size dummies, we confirm that the decrease in the gap
by time is significant. Moreover, we also see that the gap is decreasing by firm size and the
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Table 6: Evolution of Absolute Gaps, TL, base period: 2006-2007
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
|Gap| |Gap| |Gap| |Gap| |Gap| |Gap|
2008 -64.17∗ -72.45∗∗ -72.23∗∗ -72.29∗∗ -72.32∗∗ -73.81∗∗
(-2.44) (-2.75) (-2.74) (-2.75) (-2.75) (-2.82)
2009 -99.50∗∗∗ -136.7∗∗∗ -136.3∗∗∗ -136.2∗∗∗ -136.2∗∗∗ -132.6∗∗∗
(-3.66) (-5.00) (-4.99) (-4.99) (-4.99) (-4.87)
2010-2012 -428.7∗∗∗ -447.7∗∗∗ -447.5∗∗∗ -447.5∗∗∗ -447.5∗∗∗ -441.7∗∗∗
(-16.64) (-17.34) (-17.33) (-17.33) (-17.33) (-17.17)
2013-2015 -657.1∗∗∗ -663.0∗∗∗ -662.8∗∗∗ -662.9∗∗∗ -662.9∗∗∗ -658.1∗∗∗
(-23.43) (-23.45) (-23.45) (-23.45) (-23.45) (-23.37)
ln(age)it 79.17
∗ 70.25∗ 70.19∗ 70.16∗ 70.15∗ 70.28∗
(2.38) (2.11) (2.11) (2.11) (2.11) (2.12)
ln(age)2it 0.0877 3.300 3.306 3.320 3.320 3.433
(0.01) (0.37) (0.37) (0.37) (0.37) (0.39)
size 2 -461.9∗∗∗ -462.7∗∗∗ -462.8∗∗∗ -462.8∗∗∗ -469.5∗∗∗
(-17.84) (-17.88) (-17.89) (-17.89) (-18.18)
size 3 -620.8∗∗∗ -622.5∗∗∗ -622.7∗∗∗ -622.8∗∗∗ -631.6∗∗∗
(-18.55) (-18.62) (-18.63) (-18.63) (-18.94)
size 4 -853.8∗∗∗ -856.1∗∗∗ -856.8∗∗∗ -857.1∗∗∗ -873.2∗∗∗
(-11.57) (-11.61) (-11.62) (-11.63) (-11.88)
export 4.252 4.217 4.215 4.880
(0.22) (0.22) (0.22) (0.26)
import 12.04 12.00 11.97 12.45
(0.64) (0.64) (0.63) (0.66)
foreign ownership 57.41 57.37 51.88
(0.46) (0.46) (0.42)
female intense 5.828 5.730
(0.25) (0.25)
constant 3704.6∗∗∗ 4222.3∗∗∗ 4215.8∗∗∗ 4214.2∗∗∗ 4213.6∗∗∗ 3501.6∗∗∗
(106.12) (93.84) (91.29) (90.89) (90.65) (10.55)
Fixed effects firm firm firm firm firm firm and ind
Nobs 163242 163242 163242 163242 163242 163242
t statistics in parentheses ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Dependent variable absolute labor gap deflated by CPI (base year=2003).
Std.err clustered at the firm level.
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Figure 4: Evolution of Positive and Negative Average Gaps: years 2006-2015
Figure 5: Evolution of Mean Gaps: years 2006-2015
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largest firm records 854 TL lower gaps on average compared to average smallest firm at the
period 2006-2007. All size dummies are negative and significant at 1% level.
From third column onward, I include export, import, foreign ownership and female worker
dummies to control for the factors that can be effective in firms’ pricing strategies for labor.
Here, export status or having a share of foreign ownership is expected to decrease the gap
since we can argue that international competition or international ownership require more
regulated and efficient business. If we accept that women are paid less than men on average
at the same job, then at similar marginal product levels, marginal cost of a women to a firm
would be lower and the gap would be greater. Hence, the female worker dummy expected to
have a positive coefficient. Although the intuition behind is clear, I fail to conclude any sig-
nificant effect of these controls over the absolute gap. For the last specification, I also check
industry fixed effects together with firm fixed effects and conclude no significant difference
in coefficients.
One might also argue that in a country like Turkey, where informality is a significant issue,
one can argue that the gap measure may not be giving the real measure of misallocation. If
the wage and number of workers reported by firms is less than the real values, then our gap
estimates could bear a positive bias. In line with this possibility, our analysis on time evolution
of the gaps and the relationship to the firm size could also be affected by informality. Studies
on informality in Turkey shows that informality tend to decrease over years and it tend to have
negative correlation with the firm size (Acar and Tansel (2014), Elgin and Sezgin (2017)).
Figure 6 illustrates informality rates provided by Social Security Institution of Turkey which
is derived from household labor force surveys 9.
Until 2009, we do not have rates at the manufacturing sector level but we have it for the
general industry level. At the industry level, from 2005 to 2007 the informality rates were
around 35% level. Then between 2008-2011 informality rates are recorded around 32% in
a decreasing trend with only exception of 2009 which is possibly a reflection of economic
9reached at 12.07.2018 from http://www.sgk.gov.tr/wps/portal/sgk/tr/calisan/
kayitdisi_istihdam/kayitdisi_istihdam_oranlari/kayitdisi_istihdam_orani
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crisis seen in 2008. After 2011, we observe informality rates to be around 20-25% with a
decreasing trend. Keeping informality rates in mind, our results denote decreasing trend in
both 2008 and 2009 dummies whereas informality is increasing. Hence for these years, we
can argue that our estimates do not capture informality. For 2010 and onward, where the
informality rates are smaller, we also estimate smaller gaps on average. Hence, we should
admit that we may be capturing the effect of informality in our gap estimates.
Figure 6: Informality rates (%): years 2005-2015
To control for possible effect of informality, I employed a robustness check as follows:
First, I regress absolute gaps on informality rates by year provided at industry level. I con-
clude a positive significant relation of informality on gaps which is in line with the hypothesis
that firms tend to report lower wages and hence generate greater gaps. Second, to understand
whether our conclusion on time evolution of the gaps are biased by informality rates, I include
time dummies and informality rates together. As shown in Table 7, the recorded decrease in
gaps by time remain significant after controlling for informality over years. Hence, we can
argue that conclusion on time effects are not driven by evolution of informality. From column
3 and 4 in Table 7, we can see that our results on size effect do not affected by informality.
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Table 7: Informality Robust Results, Absolute Gaps, TL, base period: 2006-2007
(1) (2) (3) (4)
|Gap| |Gap| |Gap| |Gap|
informality 78.64∗∗∗ 1.82 -2.08 -2.06
(61.61) (0.82) (-0.93) (-0.93)
2008 -59.00∗ -78.23∗∗ -78.29∗∗
(-2.20) (-2.91) (-2.90)
2009 -96.7∗∗∗ -139.9∗∗∗ -139.4∗∗∗
(-3.54) (-5.09) (-5.09)
2010-2012 -421.7∗∗∗ -455.1∗∗∗ -454.9∗∗∗
(-15.90) (-17.11) (-17.10)
2013-2015 -665.4∗∗∗ -687.8∗∗∗ -687.9∗∗∗
(-17.75) (-19.17) (-19.16)
ln(age)it 79.25
∗ 69.89∗ 69.88∗
(2.39) (2.10) (2.11)
ln(age)2it .687 2.58 2.61
(0.08) (0.29) (0.29)
size 2 -463.0∗∗∗ -463.8∗∗∗
(-17.86) (-17.89)
size 3 -623.5∗∗∗ -625.4∗∗∗
(-18.52) (-18.60)
size 4 -858.1∗∗∗ -861.8∗∗∗
(-11.58) (-11.63)
export 4.08
(0.21)
import 12.00
(0.64)
foreign ownership 57.41
(0.46)
female intense 5.828
(0.25)
constant 1238.6∗∗∗ 3938.2∗∗∗ 4215.8∗∗∗ 4291.2∗∗∗
(33.77) (40.76) (91.29) (90.89)
Fixed effects firm firm firm firm
Nobs 163242 163242 163242 163242
t statistics in parentheses ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Dependent variable absolute labor gap deflated by CPI (base year=2003).
Std.err clustered at the firm level.
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7 CONCLUSION
Through this paper, I aim to quantify and give an explanation to misallocation in labor in-
put in Turkish manufacturing sector over the period between 2006-2015. Quantifying the
misallocation in labor is important since it could give us a measure of how much the firms
or industries are away from their optimal allocation point and hence how much they could
gain by reallocation. Moreover, denoting changes in misallocation levels by time or by firm
characteristics is important in providing possible explanations for the misallocation in labor.
To asses misallocation in labor, I choose to employ the gap methodology proposed by
Petrin and Sivadasan (2013). The gap is defined as the difference between the value of the
marginal product of each input and its cost to the firm. To calculate the labor gap, I first
estimate two digit industry level labor productivity using the method proposed by Wooldridge
(2009). Then multiplying the marginal product of labor with industry level input prices,
I calculate the value of the marginal product. Taking difference between the value of the
marginal product and the wage per worker in a firm and deflating it with CPI, I estimated
the labor gap for each firm i at time t. I conclude that the average absolute gap in Turkish
manufacturing sector between 2006-2015 is equal 3.580 TL. Considering the average yearly
wage per worker in manufacturing sector is recorded as 14,911 TL , the labor gap is 2.8
times of the average monthly wage in manufacturing sector. The sign of the labor gap is
also important since it provides us whether an average worker is overpaid or underpaid. By
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looking at the distribution of the gaps, I conclude that 76 % of the gaps are positive which
means that an average worker in manufacturing sector is under paid with probability 76 %.
After estimating the labor gap, I run a firm fixed effects regression with dependent variable
being absolute labor gap and independent variables being time dummies and firm character-
istics. With this regression, I aim to denote the time trends in misallocation as well as the
factors effecting the misallocation at the firm level. I conclude that the labor gap, i.e. misallo-
cation in labor, decreases significantly over time between 2005-2015 with an even a sharper
decrease after 2010. I also find that the labor gap is decreasing by firm size i.e. larger firms
allocate more efficiently. Although I try to control for other firm characteristics by including
different controls on export and import status, foreign ownership and female worker ratio, I
fail to estimate any significant effect of included variables.
To conclude, I want to point out that informality, as a prominent problem of Turkey,
might also affect out results. If we accept that the firms’ tendency is towards reporting lower
wages to avoid high social security payments in employer side, then our gap estimates could
be higher than the real values. Although I control for possible decrease in informality and
conclude no effect on evolution of the gaps, as a further research idea, I would suggest looking
for different control variables or IV regression to avoid possible bias coming from informality.
Lastly, one other further research topic could be related to effects of agglomeration or regional
policies on labor misallocation.
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8 Appendix A
8.1 Statistics for 2005-2015
Below tables and figures denote the robustness check for the time period 2005-2015.
Figure 7: Distribution of firms: years 2005-2015
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Industry Mean |Gap| Std.dev Median Min Max CV #Obs
Basic Metals 7054.463 5960.625 5616.175 2.564775 54348.04 .8449438 5656
Chemicals 5510.492 5165.538 4024.594 2.001915 43602.87 .9374006 4389
Computer and Elect 4510.288 3714.134 3665.203 1.629805 30376.32 .8234805 1629
Electrical Equip 4504.644 3425.837 3823.012 2.846624 30658.65 .7605123 6805
Fabricated Metal 3724.366 3076.534 3001.545 .453046 32347.16 .8260557 17798
Food products 3277.933 3037.609 2446.967 .2581224 26925.63 .9266841 19816
Furniture 1450.28 1707.754 951.5176 .0609071 25440.5 1.177533 9944
Leather products 2014.034 1772.171 1556.36 .0401737 16116.5 .8799113 4850
Machinery and Equip 4060.939 2935.912 3547.159 .0535734 22942.34 .7229639 14714
Motor Vehicles 5090.102 3862.191 4373.375 .5965307 43982.53 .7587649 6920
Non-metallic pro 3869.044 3770.151 2795.951 .0312668 42462.79 .9744399 14010
Other Manuf 4162.67 3431.253 3394.165 .1565623 27517.25 .8242915 4093
Other Trasport 5589.359 6442.729 3504.072 4.644275 47552.16 1.152678 1478
Paper Products 5419.102 4533.551 4374.143 2.824094 40618.89 .8365871 4023
Printing and rec 4958.453 3435.939 4364.496 .1379328 24124.29 .6929458 2716
Repair install 3184.827 3472.989 2038.247 1.204488 25824.75 1.09048 3143
Rubber and Plastic 3961.451 3695.261 2946.597 1.028579 36125.76 .9328051 12311
Textiles 3054.357 2309.345 2601.136 .5048022 25450.13 .7560822 20797
Wearing apparel 2158.616 1870.241 1730.079 .1086644 26446.72 .8664075 31217
Wood products 2872.568 2970.832 2104.546 .1522385 26683.63 1.034208 3295
All sector 3514.791 3401.537 2602.156 .0312668 54348.04 .9677779 189604
Table 9: Absolute Gap (|Gap|) Statistics by Industry: years 2005-2015
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Real Gaps
Mean Std.dev Median Min Max #obs
Basic Metals 6283.194 6768.885 5383.24 -26408.79 54348.04 5656
Chemicals 2932.187 6961.001 2660.449 -30306.03 43602.87 4389
Computer and Elect 1370.523 5680.713 1756.341 -24752.38 30376.32 1629
Electrical Equip 3265.505 4622.344 3284.061 -22899.29 30658.65 6805
Fabricated Metal 2456.138 4159.782 2415.377 -30493.01 32347.16 17798
Food products 2172.036 3905.698 1893.194 -26925.63 26304.18 19816
Furniture -56.9596 2239.8 114.1522 -25440.5 8198.875 9944
Leather products 1348.995 2318.965 1276.407 -16116.5 12651.48 4850
Machinery and Equip 2469.545 4360.373 2896.645 -22742.02 22942.34 14714
Motor Vehicles 4116.693 4886.696 4015.687 -27553.47 43982.53 6920
Non-metallic pro 2704.326 4676.612 2159.576 -25480.32 42462.79 14010
Other Manuf 3241.343 4312.387 2929.525 -26269.86 27517.25 4093
Other Trasport 2747.993 8075.535 1675.852 -27031.11 47552.16 1478
Paper Products 4356.554 5562.623 3996.625 -21080.2 40618.89 4023
Printing and rec 3904.345 4599.072 3929.433 -19639.46 24124.29 2716
Repair install -416.3693 4694.101 -85.79908 -25824.75 21819.83 3143
Rubber and Plastic 2884.329 4585.771 2464.216 -21726.52 36125.76 12311
Textiles 2239.578 3105.909 2264.302 -25450.13 24482.68 20797
Wearing apparel 1399.601 2489.705 1384.785 -26446.72 11848.87 31217
Wood products 2137.623 3536.831 1730.029 -17946.4 26683.63 3295
All sectors 2348.451 4290.573 2037.631 -30493.01 54348.04 189604
Table 10: Real Gap Statistics: years 2005-2015
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9 Appendix B
9.1 Statistics for Single Plant Firms
Industry Mean |Gap| Std.dev Median Min Max CV #Obs
Basic Metals 6125.026 5023.423 4986.871 4.769186 54348.04 .8201472 3896
Chemicals 4967.185 4693.854 3631.659 3.596736 43602.87 .9449728 2651
Computer and Elect 4383.438 3695.296 3441.293 1.629805 30376.32 .8430132 1209
Electrical Equip 4362.852 3351.369 3682.06 7.647109 30658.65 .7681601 4842
Fabricated Metal 3579.651 2983.053 2895.811 .453046 32347.16 .8333362 13123
Food products 3113.401 2823.528 2379.257 .293453 26925.63 .9068953 9877
Furniture 1396.803 1667.12 906.0662 .0609071 21878.27 1.193526 6446
Leather products 1848.957 1688.357 1413.201 .0401737 16116.5 .9131401 3138
Machinery and Equip 3950.562 2867.44 3456.853 .8917353 21730.83 .7258309 10988
Motor Vehicles 4774.847 3401.187 4199.293 .5965307 35479.98 .7123132 5543
Non-metallic pro 3265.814 3331.145 2272.589 .0312668 35302.68 1.020005 8410
Other Manuf 3907.39 3353.677 3099.974 2.846349 27517.25 .8582906 2339
Other Trasport 5322.96 5937.258 3337.186 4.644275 47552.16 1.115405 1202
Paper Products 4940.745 3706.329 4256.653 3.226973 36073.65 .7501559 3107
Printing and rec 4957.111 3404.933 4345.138 3.306696 19639.46 .6868785 2116
Repair install 3047.844 3292.869 1954.628 1.204488 25824.75 1.080393 2564
Rubber and Plastic 3732.004 3452.618 2814.694 1.028579 33115.59 .9251378 8312
Textiles 2901.276 2257.83 2436.567 .6249436 25450.13 .7782198 14326
Wearing apparel 2028.9 1844.352 1589.443 .1086644 26446.72 .9090408 21146
Wood products 2376.591 2112.156 1870.334 3.910269 17946.4 .8887333 2117
All sectors 3321.819 3155.411 2478.276 .0312668 54348.04 .9499045 127352
Table 11: Absolute Gap (|Gap|) Statistics by Industry:Single Plant Firms, years 2006-2015
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Real Gaps
Mean Std.dev Median Min Max #obs
Basic Metals 5221.639 5957.168 4644.492 -26408.79 54348.04 3896
Chemicals 2404.007 6397.896 2278.928 -30306.03 43602.87 2651
Computer and Elect 1481.622 5539.732 1696.585 -20929.44 30376.32 1209
Electrical Equip 3092.092 4550.502 3109.701 -19484.73 30658.65 4842
Fabricated Metal 2239.871 4086.083 2246.208 -30493.01 32347.16 13123
Food products 1916.083 3740.964 1730.093 -26925.63 26304.18 9877
Furniture -148.6046 2169.922 28.5486 -21878.27 8198.875 6446
Leather products 1077.685 2260.2 1064.776 -16116.5 11446.23 3138
Machinery and Equip 2382.58 4260.677 2800.681 -21730.83 21031.56 10988
Motor Vehicles 3737.66 4516.496 3782.769 -27553.47 35479.98 5543
Non-metallic pro 2065.858 4182.71 1614.844 -25191.34 35302.68 8410
Other Manuf 2907.631 4250.111 2443.424 -13962.97 27517.25 2339
Other Trasport 2423.539 7598.032 1610.633 -27031.11 47552.16 1202
Paper Products 3934.074 4761.699 3879.361 -21080.2 36073.65 3107
Printing and rec 3864.706 4608.159 3927.279 -19639.46 18237.9 2116
Repair install -282.6029 4478.4 -11.95038 -25824.75 21193.59 2564
Rubber and Plastic 2528.141 4411.103 2234.896 -21574.36 33115.59 8312
Textiles 2083.859 3028.699 2101.085 -25450.13 24482.68 14326
Wearing apparel 1181.048 2474.535 1163.948 -26446.72 11728.85 21146
Wood products 1620.02 2736.12 1500.05 -17946.4 16823.07 2117
All sectors 2097.774 4073.144 1861.717 -30493.01 54348.04 127352
Table 13: Real Gap Statistics: Single Plant firms, years 2006-2015
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10 Appendix C
10.1 Statistics for Whole Error Term 
One can directly see that conditioning on the full error term provides us higher labor gaps
for all industries with an overall average of 4.989 TL. Clutter between and within firms is
significantly high compared to results conditioning on ω with coefficient of variation for
total is 2.26 and mean absolute gap is between 2.003 TL to 11.038 TL with lowest industry
furniture whereas the highest is basic metals as in the calculations with ω.
Industry Mean |Gap| Std.dev Median Min Max CV #Obs
Basic Metals 11038.7 25554.06 4913.812 .4257372 981649 2.314951 5521
Chemicals 7658.957 13775.62 3110.887 .534879 234006.7 1.798629 4265
Computer and Elect 5670.486 12461.11 2366.462 .7179995 262200.1 2.197538 1600
Electrical Equip 6065.385 12828.71 2921.985 .8658506 595720.4 2.115069 6658
Fabricated Metal 4893.542 8657.954 2414.923 .0251873 280305.4 1.769261 17322
Food products 5262.335 9971.96 2040.699 .0822457 293868.1 1.894969 19384
Furniture 2003.448 5453.101 990.1743 .2906186 315652.7 2.721858 9725
Leather products 2932.614 5163.623 1368.625 .9728093 90859.7 1.760758 4739
Machinery and Equip 5077.828 7627.792 2655.269 .1357131 148791.6 1.502176 14325
Motor Vehicles 6474.022 8890.881 3766.994 .5961485 135105.9 1.373316 6689
Non-metallic pro 6264.608 16409.77 2220.529 .0731399 440561.3 2.619441 13735
Other Manuf 6094.294 14486.37 2828.558 1.156672 409617.2 2.377038 4001
Other Trasport 9286.591 26411.4 2393.025 1.417319 339630.6 2.844037 1427
Paper Products 7175.983 18810.23 4023.78 2.79419 826312 2.621275 3949
Printing and rec 7007.5 20106.96 3779.391 3.825915 769201.6 2.869349 2648
Repair install 3609.256 13150.67 1247.997 .4495032 533630.3 3.643596 3063
Rubber and Plastic 5402.441 10078.33 2474.147 .6876643 353107 1.865515 11998
Textiles 4615.182 7987.042 2467.054 .491066 529554.6 1.730602 20254
Wearing apparel 2941.009 5207.85 1437.224 .0560753 201723.7 1.77077 30381
Wood products 4335.896 9918.823 1704.198 .0360844 240011.9 2.287606 3208
All sectors 4989.109 11280.43 2140.091 .0251873 981649 2.261011 184892
Table 14: Absolute Gap (|Gap|) Statistics by Industry: conditional on full error term , years
2006-2015
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Real Gaps
Mean Std.dev Median Min Max #obs
Basic Metals 10356.26 25838.21 4534.899 -22301.65 981649 5521
Chemicals 5705.411 14692.92 1569.489 -29220.03 234006.7 4265
Computer and Elect 3723.184 13175.09 728.5066 -20590.72 262200.1 1600
Electrical Equip 5445.954 13103.71 2574.767 -23608.92 595720.4 6658
Fabricated Metal 4264.892 8984.317 2061.438 -19297.37 280305.4 17322
Food products 4287.382 10428.37 1280.265 -19606.43 293868.1 19384
Furniture 787.6207 5755.877 -128.4528 -20259.28 315652.7 9725
Leather products 2318.41 5467.073 968.181 -10008.4 90859.7 4739
Machinery and Equip 4281.594 8101.606 2214.518 -21023.99 148791.6 14325
Motor Vehicles 5966.721 9239.043 3563.405 -24443.1 135105.9 6689
Non-metallic pro 5412.105 16710.35 1658.3 -31871.69 440561.3 13735
Other Manuf 5491.684 14725.43 2414.738 -14941.74 409617.2 4001
Other Trasport 7545.101 26960.99 1040.283 -20757.3 339630.6 1427
Paper Products 6526.139 19045.5 3667.615 -18882.17 826312 3949
Printing and rec 6348.57 20324.71 3346.713 -19923.64 769201.6 2648
Repair install 1760.47 13522.98 -358.8445 -18402.86 533630.3 3063
Rubber and Plastic 4702.504 10423.35 2059.859 -29135.71 353107 11998
Textiles 3832.493 8390.773 2004.272 -25871.12 529554.6 20254
Wearing apparel 2464.746 5449.435 1164.738 -19061.81 201723.7 30381
Wood products 3786.649 10141.29 1394.295 -11252.91 240011.9 3208
All sectors 4200.961 11597.04 1629.686 -31871.69 981649 184892
Table 15: Real Gap Statistics: conditional on full error term , years 2006-2015
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